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IBM: "Ive Been Moved'9

To A TI!

Of interest to TFers is their

computer's ability to make use of

materials (pictures, text, templates,

data, etc.) from a non-TI computer.

Last month we briefly considered one

limited TI/Mac connection (the port-

ing over of MacPaint pictures to the

TI); this month we plan to consider a

number of TI/IBM connections, par-

ticularly those made possible by Mike
Dodd's PC-Transfer and PC-Transfer

Utilities, two useful software packages

available from JP Software (2390 El

Camino Real, #107, Palo Alto, CA
94306; phone 415/328-0885; $25 for

PCT and $10 for PCT Utils plus $1

shipping and handling)

.

With PC-Transfer, you can move a

text (ASCII) file from an IBM disk to

a TI disk (or vice versa). The program
allows you to view the catalog of any

MS-DOS orTI disk and mark conver-

sion to the other format. (You can

even read files from subdirectories on
IBM disks.) You can also format IBM
disks on the TI, in case you don't have

an IBM or IBM-clone nearby. (PCT
supports all four of the most common
IBM formats.) Since IBM disks are in

double-density format, you do, how-

ever, need a MYARC or CorComp
disk controller to be able to benefit

from PC-Transfer; theTI disk control-

ler is not sufficient.

PC-Transfer itself only handles

transfers of text. PC-Transfer Utilities

enables three more types of data

transfer.

First, PCTU includes the option

of porting SYLK files (INT/FIX 128

on the TI), used by many spreadsheet

programs (including Microsoft Multi-

plan, although almost every IBM
spreadsheet program includes an op-

tion to import or export SYLK files).

Second, PCTU can port over

DIS/FIX 128 files, which means

(among other things) the ability to

move GIF and RLE pictures. Since

this option can convert any PC file to

DIS/FIX 128 format, other PC files

can also be brought over to the TI and
then manipulated (even by Extended

BASIC), since the files are now in

regular TI format- (An example of

such an application would be the

bringing over of database data files

from the IBM to the TI, so that, for

example, the data can be converted to

JP Software's FirstBase format for use

with their database program for the

TI.)

Third, PCTU is able to convert

files with a TIFILES header (referring

to a special 128-byte header invented

by Paul Charlton for XMODEM
transfers on the TI). Without going

into technical details, what this means

is that a person can download TI files

with his PC and then transfer the files

over to a TI disk. (The same routine

would be useful to a Sysop running a

TI BBS on a IBM, in that he could

physically transfer TI files to an IBM
disk with TIFILES header rather than

having to upload them with a TI to

accomplish that end.)

Note that all of these transfers are

from one physical disk (IBM or TI) to

another, opening up the MS-DOS
world in many ways to the TFer.

We're talking, of course, about dif-

ferent types of data files rather than

transferring runnable programs from

one realm to the other, but even the

latter in some cases may be facilitated

by PCT! For example, if you transfer

the text listing of a BASIC program

from one format to the other, then thai

text file can be edited as necessary

(e.g., changingCLS toCALLCLEAR
or vice versa?) and then converted

(using an appropriate utility) to a run-

ning program. With the assistance of

PCT and PCTU (which will run on

either the TI-99/4A orMYARC 9640),

many types of files can assert, "I've

Been Moved!"
UPDATE ON MYARC HARD

DRIVE CONTROLLER
In April's column, I reviewed the

Hard and Floppy Disk Controller

("HFDC1

) made byMYARC, Inc. (50

Darren Woods Drive, Martinsville, NJ
08836; information help-line in

Alabama: 205/854-5843). If you were

puzzled by the sentence beginning

with "For me, t????rae for a subdirec-

tory at that level," it was because some-
how three paragraphs got compressed
into that one sentence! We're not sure

how it happened, but here are the

three paragraphs as they should have

appeared in the April 1990 issue (page

82):

For me, the most striking thing

about a hard drive is that you have the

stability of floppy disk storage but the

speed of operation of a ramdisk. (Of
course, it is possible to "crash" a hard

drive - T managed to do it myself by
turning off the components of my sys-

tem in the wrong order - but for the

average user that happens very rarely,

if at all, and if you use a hard drive

properly, you will have safeguarded

yourself beforehand by having made
use of appropriate backup proce-

dures.)

For those not familiar with hard

drives, it is similar to using floppies,

but with much more flexibility. Your

top directory can have subdirectories,

they in turn can have their own sub-

directories, and so on. On any level,

the (sub)directory can have up to 127

files and 114 subdirectories of its own.

Any subdirectory can be regarded as

the rough equivalent of a floppy disk,

except that it does not have to be any

set size (e.g., SS/SD or DS/DD): its

size is in fact "adjustable" and changes

as you add or subtract files (or sub-

directories) at that level.

Since you may have to go down
several levels to reach a particular file,

you designate the route by the "path-

name,11

i.e., all the (sub)directoricsyou

go through tl reach the file. For ex-

ample, the full name of a file named
BUDGET might be
WDSLDSK.TIMRBUDGET. Let's

take that example apart. The WDS1
at the beginning indicates that the file

is on hard drive 1 (remember: you can

have up to three hard drives, and hard
drives today don't cost much more
than floppy disk drives). (The WDS
stands, I think, for Western Digital

Systems* who set hard drive stand-

ards.) The DSK is the name of a sub-

directory at the top level. (Another

very useful name for a subdirectory at

that level isDSK1, butmore about that

in a moment.) TIMP is the name of

the subdirectory on the next level (TI

MultiPlan(TM) looks for DSK.TIMP,
just as PRBASE looks for
DSK.PRBASE or TI-Artist for

DSK.INSCEBOT). Thus the path-

name is WDS1.DSK.TIMP, and the

full name of the file is

WDS1.DSKLTIMRBUDGEX
One of the nice things about the

HFDC is that there are actually three

different ways of fooling a program
into thinking that it is accessing a flop-

py disk instead ofa hard drive: DSK1
directory emulation, DSK directory

emulation, and DSK1 file emulation.

(See April 1990 issue of Computer
Buyer's Guide for details.)

Working with a hard drive is much
easier than all this might sound, and
(two months later) I'm still enthusias-

tic about mine. There is an encourag-

ing note concerning cost: although

the "official* price at the time I write

this is still in the $275 to $325 range,

the HFDC has been sold recently as a

"show special" at some TI faires (e.g.,

Ttocson and New Jersey) for less than

$200, which may suggest that MYARC
may perhaps be considering lowering

the price across the board (but that

may not necessarily be the case, so I

report that only as hopeful specula-

tion, not as fact).

WYSIWYG Desktop
Page-Publishing!

Asgard Software (P.O. Box
10306, Rockville, MD 20850; phone

703/255-3085) seems to have a real

winner with Page Pro 99, a page-
makingprogram for the TI-99/4A and

MYARC 9640. Unlike many
predecessors that also allowed you to

combine text and graphics, PP99 is

"WYSIWYG" ("What-You-See-Is-

What-You-Get," pronounced whizzy-

wig). What you see on the screen is

essentially what will appear on your

printout (although, of course, you

don't get to see the whole page on the

screen at one time).

The user-friendliness of the pro-

gram combined with Asgard's impres-

sive continued support have already

made the program a "standard" with

TI-99/4A users. More about that con-

tinued support in a moment, but first

some general comments about PP99.

You can use standard TI Artist pic-

tures (up to 28 on a page) and fonts

(one large font and one small per

page), so the program allows you to

make use of various commercial and

public domain collections of images or

type styles. (You can also convert TI

Artist pictures to a special Page Pro

format to make more efficient use of

disk space.) Designed for Epson and
Epson-compatible printers, PP99 will

print out pages in single, double, or

*quadw density.
As you're creating your page, you

can set PP99 to type in any direction:

up, down, left, or right. To speed up
operation further (the program is in

assembly), you ciin tell the program

not to redraw the pictures when you

move around the page but instead use

P's to show where the picture is

placed. You can import and export TI

Writer files, save and load Page Pro 99

pages, convert TI Artist fonts and in-

stances, create two-column text, and

more, A special version of the pro-

gram is included for those who own a

Geneve.
Now concerning that "continued

support".,.. Author Ed Johnson lis-

tens to suggestions and constructive

criticisms from PP99 users, as version

1.5 of the program demonstrates. The
introduction of a useful catalog

routine as well as other improvements

relating to error handling, importing

and exporting text, etc., demonstrate

committed support of the product.

When Ron Wolcott of TIPS fame
made available over 2000 public

domain graphics (importing them
over from the IBM world), Ed
Johnson soon had available for PP99
users a program to quickly convert
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TIPS format pictures to Page Pro for-

mat.

For those who arc into telecom-

munications, Asgard Software main-

tains limited-access libraries on both

CompuServe and GEnie specifically

for the support of owners of Page Pro

99, (If you're a CIS subscriber, just

enter GO TEX-200 to go to TI
FORUM; if you're a GEnie sub-

scriber, enter M 575 to go to the TI

RoundTable. In either case, if you're

a registered owner of PP99, just leave

a note to Chris Bobbitt - Asgard presi-

dent and PP99 co-author - requesting

admittance.) In these libraries, you
will find that TIPS2PP program I men-
tioned as well as collections of helpful

graphics for use with PP99. In addi-

tion, Chris is available to answer ques-

tions via the message base on TI

FORUM on CompuServe, and both

Ed Johnson and Chris Bobbitt are

available on the message base for the

TI RoundTable on GEnie, where an

entire CATegory is devoted to Asgard
Software and a specificTOPic to Page

Pro 99.

If you purchase Page Pro 99

($24.95 plus .75 shipping), you'll also

want Asgard's Pix Pro program as well

($14,95 plus shipping), Pix Pro

authored by Jim Reiss - lets you load

in pictures stored in any of8 different

formats (TI Artist instance, TI Artist

picture, Graphx, Picasso, Page Pro,

PIX, RLE, or MacPaint) and save

them in any of6 (i.e., everything in the

preceding list except the last two). Pix

Pro does more than convert pictures:

you can, for instance, also use it to

print out a full-page MacPaint picture

if you wish (as mentioned in last

month's column), but it is as a picture-

conversion utility that Page Pro users

may find it most useful. Page Pro

Fonts, Pics, and Utilities are also avail-

able from Asgard.

As I said, Asgard's Page Pro 99

seems to have become the standard

for TI-99/4A owners. More popular

perhaps among MYARC 9640 owners

is The Printer's Apprentice for $30

from McCann Software (P.O. Box
34160, Omaha, NE 68134), which is

another program that offers

WYSWYG editing. Version 1.3 is

currently available for the Geneve (as

well as a version with fewer features

for the TI-99/4A). Thus both PP99
and TPA are available in TI-99/4A and

MYARC 9640 formats, although TPA
seems to be becoming the standard for

Geneve owners (and may deserve a

more thorough review of its own in a

future column).

We haven't yet really arrived at

true desktop publishing for the TI-

99/4A, but Asgard's Page Pro 99 and

McCann's The Printer's Apprentice

present a definite advance beyond

programs previously available. It's

nice to have WYSIWYG capabilities,

even if we have to do our publishing a

page or two at a time!

Reader Comment
Encouraged

In order to make this column

most helpful to its readers, it would be

good to hear from you. For example,

if you would like to see more material

for owners of cassette-only systems

(e.g., information on faster loaders

and how to run assembly programs

from cassette), you need to let me
know; otherwise I will assume that

most of my audience have disk sys-

tems. I can't promise to answer every

letter I get, but your input should make
this column a better column. If you

would like to write to me, my address

is as follows:

Barry A. TVaver, 835 Green Valley

Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19128 (phone:

215/483-1379).

In the mean Time, keep
compuTIn'l

ADVERTISE WITH US

CALL
1 -800-366-0676

1

5—9
10—24

25—49

50—99

100+

$2.50 ea.

$2.25 ea.

$2.00 ea.

$175 ©a.

$1.50 ea.

$1.25 ea.

5-1/4" DISKS

PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE FOR IBM & COMPATIBLES

NEWEST VERSIONS * * FAST DELIVERY * # NO VIRUSES

3 FREE DISKS WHEN YOU PURCHASE 10 OR MORE
PER DISK

!N QUANTITY

©OUSTING m
MR.B1LL {BA101} invoice, billing, auditing and

more (2 disks)

PC-PAYROLL V3.0h (BA104) Makes payroll

easy. This program is menu driven with a
reporting system. {2 disks)

PC-ACCOUNTING (6A1 05) Multi-ledger, payroll,

depreciation, accts rec7pay.. etc. (2 disks)

ACS-IN-CONTROL (BA1Q6) Prospecl/cliertl,

customer tracking system. The best. (2 disks)

MEDLIN ACCTS (8A107) Ledger, accts
rec./pay., payroll.

STOCK CHARTING V2.0 (BA109) Menu driven.

Tracks, manages, analyses. Good documen-
tation.

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP SYS V5.5 (BA110)
Easy record keeping.

nCKLEX (BA120) Great appointment calendar,

reminder (51 2K. HD)
C.A.S.E. (8A122) Consultants acct sys, in-

voices, payables, bitting, more. 51 2K {2 disks)

fS' ,Y/STATISTICS
ACE ASTRONOMY (AS 1 03) Calculates ort)rts of

planets, moons, and lots more. (2 disks)

GEOCLOCK (AS106) Color maps of US and
world with sun-Jight movement. {CGA, EGA,
VGA, MCGA)

MATLAB (ST103) Matrix laboratory. Simulf.

linear equations.* 2 disks)

CURVE PITTING 1 (STtOB) Menu driven. Cur-

vefit, polyplot, linepiot-

SUPERSTAT (ST107) Analyse market surveys,

polls, questionaires. (2 disks)'

STATISTICS (ST1 10} Stat analyses of all sorts.

Great! (4 disks)

CATION
AMY'S 1st PRIMER V1.7 (ED103) ABC'S, num-

bers, shapes, colors.

PUNNELS A BUCKETS (ED106) Basic math,

fourih grade and up.

DOCSWAN LEARNING (ED1 07) Math, spelling,

typing, counting.

AEIUS GRADE BOOK {EDioe) Does weak-

ly/monthly reporting. Easy.
S.A.T. (ED109) Preparation for the SAT. test.

(5 disks)

TYPING TEACHERS (ED114) Tutorial

GEOGRAPHY/HISTORY (ED1 18) Two games
for learning.

]Q BUILDER (ED120) Synonym, antonym, and
analogy drills.

WORLD ATLAS & MAP (EQ12B) Lots of atlas

data and a map wim zoom feature.

SPANISH 1 *\2<LF101)
FRENCH 1 4 2(LF102)
GERMAN 1 & 2 (LF103) All word and phrase

drills.

ITALIAN 1 {LF106) Plus intra to Hebrew.
SPANISH ASSK5TANT(IF104)
FRENCH ASSISTANT (LF10B) Verb oonjugator

JAPANESE (LF1 05) Travelers tutor.

SPANISH HANGMAN (LF109)
FRENCH HANGMAN (LF1 10) Nice way to learn.

UTILITIES
HOUEBASE (UD104) WP, database, calendar,

organizer. (3 disks)

ALT (UO10S) Like Sidekick, Norton, and Super-

key, more, all in one.

BAKER'S DOZEN (UD106) 13 great utilities,

1rom Buttonware.
DESK COMMANDO (UD120) Better than

Sidekick. Get this one!

DISK LABELS (UD121 ) Prints disk directories for

5.2V3.5 disks.

EZ-COPY-LfTE (UD12&) Exceptional- Multiple

disk copying.
PK2IP V1.02/PKXARC V3.61 (UD132) The beet

in archiving software.

1-800-828-DISK
ORDERS & CATALOGS ONLY
INQUIRIES 4 SUPPORT: (401) 884-6625

?;
!-SP 'm®mmm

_ _ _ m
PC-WRITE V3.Q3 (WP101) As powerful as

WordPerfecVMuHimate. (3 disks)

PC-TYPE* (WP103) Very powerful program.

1 0OK word spell check, mail merge (3 oVsks)

BLACK IIAGC (VVP111) WYSIWYG hypertext

system w/ screen capture, special word
processor. CGA, EGA, HERC.{3 disks)

N^W YORK WORD (WP110) Easy to iearn.

Macros, footnotes, mail merge. Supports EGA
43 line mode. (2 disks)

GALAXY (WP114) Uses pull-oown menus, lots

of features.

DATABASE
WAMPUM (DT101) tfce DBase III from a menu.

Excellent (512K.HD)
POFILE+ (DT102) Fast, easy, menu driven, on-

line help. (3 disks)

FLEX-BASE (DTI 06) The commercial database

turned shareware. Menu driven. (2 disks)

FILE EXPRESS JDT1 07) tnformauon manage-
ment system. Easy {2 disks)

HOME/PERSONAL
LANDLORD VZ03 (HA106) Manaee your rental

units. Effective.

GENEALOGY (HA109) Complete and easy to

leam. (2 disks)

FAST BUCKS (HA1 1 1} Track personal finances

w/reporting. (2 disks)

EXPRESS CHECK (HAU4) Checkbook
management system. Super.

PC-LOTTO V2.71 (HA148) Choose numbers for

any lotto system In the world. Superl

PRINTERS/GRAPHICS
MAIL MASTER (PU101) Manages lists, labels,

form letters. Plus three more programs.

EZ-PORMS-EXECUTTVE {PU1Q2) Generate
your own business forme.

FORMGEN V3.31 (PU113) Easy to use. Design

and print torms. Uses graphics chart, more.

FORM MASTER VI ,1 {PU1 14} Create, prlnL and
fill-in form*.

3IMPLY LA BE LS III (PU1 1 7) Customize all sorts

of labels. Powerful. Great prooram,(2 disks)

CURVE DIGmZER V3.5 (GRl07)True CAD sys-

tem. Complete and easy to use. {2 disks)

EXPflESS GRAPH (GR1 11) Produces bar, line,

pie, exploded pie graphs.

KEYDRAW CAD SYSTEM (GR115) Part

CAD/part PC-Paint. CGA (2 disks)

LINCOMAHC banner (GR1 1 7) Make banners.

Lots of fonts.

PC-DRAFT ft (GR120) Like Dr.Hato or PC-Paint.

(512K, CGA)
OPTIKS V2.12 (GR123) Spreadsheet tor

graphics. Read, display, edit pictures. (CGA,
EGA. VGA)

K© PAINT V3.004 (GR 125) lets children color

plcturas on screen. Super program. (EGA)

COMMUNICATIONS
PROCOMM V2.4.3 (CM102) Better than any

commercial telecomm. package available.

Q-MODEM W.KCM105) Oilers more than
Procomm. Supports EGA (3 disks)

RBBS-PC V17.3Jf? (CM106) Newest version of

otdest BBS (Call tor latest Version #}(4 disks)

ONE-TO-ONE (CM 108) Exchange typed conver-

sation while file transfer Is in prop/e**.

AS-EASY-AS (SP1 01 ) Lotus clone.

PC-CALC+ (SP1 02) Most powerful spreadsheet.

Super! (3 disks)

LOTUS LEARNING SYSTEM (SP116) Tutorial.

Includes sample worksheets.

GAMES 1 (GM103) Digger, Moonbuos, more.

GAMES 3 (GM1 06} Alleycat, Caverns, more.

NH4JA (GM108) Nice arcade ninja game.

3-DEMON (GM1 10) You are the Pacman.
CASINO DISK (GM116) Poker, slots, Wack|ack,

softare,

JET FLK5HT SIMULATOR (GM121) Fast!

EGA GAMES 1 (GM122) AldO, Bomb, Scrabble

EGA GAMES 2 K3M123) Risk, Roid*. Breakout

DIAMOND MASTER BASEBALL (GM127) Real

statistics. Nice game.
PC-CHESS (GM132) 1 Of 2 pfeyar. Cokx
FORDSlMUlATOR{GM137) Drive one of 20 dif-

ferent Fords
CYRUS {EGA CHESS) (GM161) 1fl levels.

KINGDOM OF KROZ (GM171) 1S-C0k>rgraphics

X-RATED ADULT
DRIVE-IN (AD101) Can you score?
INTERSEXION (AD104) Adult board game like

Monopoly
GET LUCKYt (AD105) Trivia game
STRIP POKER (AD108) Choose on* of four

female apponems
MAXINE HEADBOOM (AD1 10) XXX^graphlcs
ON-TOP (AD111) XXX-rated graphics

1 on 2 (AD112) XXX-rated graphics

ROMANTIC ENCOUNTERS (A011B) Text ad-

venture (2 disks)

X-RATED PRsWTMASTER GRAPHICS (AD 11 9)

X-RATED PWNTSHOP GRAPHICS (A012Q)
JK5GLE (AD122) Sex horoscope, more
ADULT CAflTOONS(ADl24)AnlmatedgraphicB
STRIP POKER(EGA) (AD134) Real photo*.

NUDE MEN#1 (AD135) Plus Passion game.

NUDE MEH#2 (AD1 36) More pics for the women
LOVE FWE (AD141 ) Fantasy *tory for women
EGA/VGA PINUPS #1412 (AD145-AD156)

Great pics! Order arty one or the set of eteven.

HARDCORE #1 (AD139). « (AD140) EGA/VGA
slide show

Sendma// ort$r$ with cftec* ormonoy order to:

PENDRAGON
PUBUC SOFTWAREUBRARY

75 MEADOWBRQOK RD.

E. GREENWICH, RIOM IB

MC/VISA accepted on minimum $20. order.

1-800-828-DISK
Rl orders and support line, Inquiries, foreign

orders, (401) H64-6825. Don't hesitate to try us

onSaturday or Sunday . Our phone lines are open
from 7 AM to 10 PM EST. At times, however,

Ihere will be an answering machine

.

If ordering adult disks by mail, state age and
sign name.

Calculate cost per <Ssk from table (note some
programs are muttipiedteks}. Add $1.00 each for

3.5'diek*. «l order* add $3.00 shipping. Addl-

tional coat* COO. add $3-50- UPS Bkie, add

$4-00 USPS Priority (2 days) add $2.00. Rl resi-

dents add 6% sales tax- Foreign orders, add

$4-00 US funds-

FREE CATALOG
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